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Мета цього дослідження – теоретично пояснити роль турнірних командних ігор (ТКІ) в учбовій діяль-

ності учнів початкової школи.  

Багато факторів впливає на успішність учнів початкової школи, включаючи активність їхньої участі в 

навчанні. Належна учбова модель необхідна для оптимізації учбової діяльності. Коректна учбова модель 

має розвинути навички критичного мислення учнів та допомогти їм брати активну участь в учбовому 

процесі. Учбова модель ТКІ допомогає учням мислити критично на турнірах та вікторинах. Учбові за-

няття можуть бути організовані через групове навчання в командах. Це стає можливим завдяки минулим 

дослідженням, що використовували модель ТКІ для формування навичок критичного мислення. Результа-

ти свідчать про покращення, іншими словами, більшу ефективність навичок критичного мислення.  

Грунтуючись на результатах обговорення презентованих досліджень, зроблено теоретичний висновок: 

турнірні командні ігри (ТКІ) мають значення для учбової діяльності учнів початкової школи 
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1. Introduction 

The learning process is one important element for 

achieving success in learning [1]. In the learning process 

that happens the process of transformation of science and 

values. When the learning process takes place, there is an 

interaction between the teacher and students which 

makes it possible for the teacher to be able to recognize 

the characteristics and potential of the students. When 

learning, students have the opportunity to develop their 

potential so that this potential can be optimized. There-

fore, education no longer provides a stimulus but an ef-

fort to develop its potential. That knowledge is not given, 

but is built by students [2].  

Many factors affect student learning success, in-

cluding the factors of students themselves, the environ-

ment, teacher factors, the level of difficulty of subject 

matter, and inadequate learning facilities. Likewise, ele-

mentary students, to be able to recognize and develop the 

potential of course in the learning process need active 

learning. Thus, students have ample opportunities to de-

velop their abilities such as expressing opinions, think-

ing, conveying ideas or so on. 

The learning process as a starting point for 

achieving learning success, the teacher as an educator has 

the task of directing students to be active during the 

learning process. The activeness of students can be seen 

by presenting learning and assignments in groups, giving 

problems that will later be solved individually or in 

groups. Through problem solving, students will get used 

to practicing critical thinking. Therefore, a teacher must 

know the needs and abilities of students and position 

students as learning subjects, so that in the learning pro-

cess can make students active individually in understand-

ing subject matter and critical thinking, and active in 

groups in collaboration and socializing. 

 

2. Literature review 

Critical thinking skills need to be owned by stu-

dents as one of the provisions facing complex problems 

and life that continues to develop. Critical thinking is 

grown on students, can help students in dealing with 

problems and explore their potential. This becomes an 

important task for teachers to create learning that can 

help students develop critical thinking skills. Mulnix [3] 
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say that the most effective strategy is to improve students 

'critical thinking skills by paying attention to students' 

epistemological development, introducing active learn-

ing, problem-based curriculum, stimulating interaction 

between students, and learning in real life. 

In the learning process, the learning model is a pat-

tern that is used as a guide in planning learning in class. 

The learning model with cooperative learning gives stu-

dents an understanding of the importance of group cooper-

ation while still paying attention to individual efforts. Ac-

cording to Slavin [4] Cooperative learning is a learning 

model using a grouping or small team system, which is 

between four to six people who have different academic 

abilities, sex, race, or ethnicity (heterogeneous). Each 

group will get a reward, if the group is able to show the 

required achievements. Thus, each group will have a posi-

tive dependency which in turn will bring up individual 

responsibility towards the group. Each individual will help 

each other, they will have motivation for group success, so 

that each individual will have the same opportunity to con-

tribute to the success of the group.  

The cooperative learning model not only excels in 

helping students understand difficult concepts, but is also 

very useful for fostering critical thinking skills, working 

together, and helping friends. In cooperative learning, stu-

dents are actively involved in the learning process so that it 

gives a positive impact on the quality of interaction and 

active learning. Activities in cooperative learning are mostly 

student-centered, such as studying subject matter, discussing 

to solve problems and complete assignments. 

There are several types of cooperative learning 

models, one of which is the type of cooperative learning 

model Teams Games Tournaments (TGT). In TGT type 

cooperative learning students form small groups in clas-

ses consisting of 3–5 heterogeneous students, both in 

terms of academic, gender, race, and ethnicity. The es-

sence of this model is the existence of games and aca-

demic tournaments. Playing the games with other team 

members to obtain scores for their respective teams. 

Games can be arranged in the form of quizzes in the form 

of questions related to the subject matter, can also be 

interspersed with questions related to the group.  

 

3. The aim and objectives of the study 
The purpose of this study is to explain theoretical-

ly about the role of teams games tournaments ( TGT ) on 

the learning activities of elementary school students . 

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks have 

been solved: 

1. To explain theoretically Team Games Tourna-

ment (TGT) in elementary school students. 

2. To explain theoretically activity of learning el-

ementary school students. 

 

4. Materials and methods 

4. 1. Model Teams Games Tournaments (TGT) 
The TGT learning model is learning that places 

students in heterogeneous groups, then representatives of 

students from each group play games, then compete in an 

academic tournament or quiz [4, 5]. the group would best 

be viewed from the acquisition of scores by all group 

members. through this learning model, students can learn 

to be active in groups and individually active through 

academic tournament. 

For more details, the following are the stages in 

the TGT purchase model. According to Slavin [4], there 

are five stages in the steps of the TGT learning model: 

class presentations, teams, games , tournaments, and 

team recognition. The TGT model is learning that active-

ly engages students in the learning process because stu-

dents learn in teams, games, and tournaments. Class 

presentations show active interactions between students 

and teachers, while learning in teams shows active inter-

actions between students in discussions and helping 

friends to understand the subject matter, thus encourag-

ing students to be actively involved in learning. Games 

and tournaments can train students to take responsibility 

and hone critical thinking skills in solving problems giv-

en by the teacher. 

 

4. 2. Active Learning 
The activeness of students in learning is an important 

and fundamental issue that must be understood, realized and 

developed by every teacher in the learning process. Learn-

ing activity is characterized by optimal involvement, both 

intellectual, emotional and physical. Students are active 

learning people and are always curious. This is in line with 

the opinion of Holt [6] which states that the learning process 

is more active if students do things as follows:  

1) students re-express the information received in 

their own sentences so that it can be seen how much the 

student's understanding of information the said;  

2) students give examples of the material obtained;  

3) Students recognize the same thing;  

4) students associate the information obtained with 

other facts or ideas;  

5) students use various methods carried out in 

learning;  

6) students predict several consequences obtained 

from the actions taken;  

7) students mention opponents or the opposite of  

a thing.  

The active power possessed by children naturally 

will be able to develop in a positive direction when the envi-

ronment provides good space for the development of that 

activity. Crawford [7] argues that meaning, the teacher must 

begin the lesson by exploring concepts that have been pre-

viously learned by students and make them ready to learn by 

asking questions and setting goals for learning. 

According to Sudjana & Rivai [8] active learning 

can be seen from:  

1) participating in carrying out learning tasks; 

2) involved in problem solving;  

3) ask other students or teachers if they do not un-

derstand the material or problems in the lesson;  

4) trying to find various information needed to 

solve the problem;  

5) carry out group discussions according to the 

teacher's instructions;  

6) assessing his abilities and the results obtained; 

7) train yourself in solving similar problems or 

problems; 

8) use or apply that has been obtained in complet-

ing the task. 
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Djamarah & Zain [9] divides activities into sever-
al learning activities as follows:  

1) listening;  
2) looking at;  
3) touch, smell, and taste / taste;  
4) write or take notes;  
5) reading;  
6) make an overview or summary and underline; 
7) observing tables, diagrams and charts; 
8) prepare papers or working papers; 
9) remembering.  
In line with the classification learning activities 

for eight groups, viz [10]. 
1) Visual activities include reading, looking at 

pictures, observing experiments, demonstrations, exhibi-
tions, and watching others work.  

2) Oral activities include the activity of express-
ing a fact or principle, linking an event, asking questions, 
giving advice, expressing opinions, interviewing, dis-
cussing and interrupting.  

3) Listening activities include listening to the 
presentation of material, listening to conversations or 
group discussions.  

4) Writing activities include writing stories, writ-
ing reports, writing essays, making summaries, doing 
tests and filling out questionnaires.  

5) Drawing activities include drawing, making 
graphics, charts, diagrams, maps and patterns.  

6) Motor activities include conducting experi-
ments, selecting equipment, conducting exhibitions, 
making models, playing games, dancing and gardening.  

7) Mental activities (mental activity) that is pon-
dering, remembering, solving problems, analyzing, look-
ing at relationships and making decisions.  

8) Emotional activities (emotional activity), 
namely interests, differentiating, brave, calm and others.  

 
5. Result 
A teacher before doing the activity of learning, it 

is good to make learning designs first. The learning mod-
el is a pattern that is used as a guide in planning learning 
in the classroom, through this learning model it is ex-
pected that the characteristics of elementary school stu-
dents can be well facilitated. By using the right learning 
model, students are expected to be trained in developing 
their critical thinking skills and can participate actively 
during the learning process. 

Through the TGT learning model can train stu-
dents to think critically in tournaments and quizzes. And 
student learning activities can be built through group 
learning in teams.  

This was reinforced by research conducted by Mar-
tha Khalistyawati [11] using the TGT model for critical 
thinking skills, showing an increase from 10 % to 31.4 % or 
in other words the effectiveness of critical thinking skills 
using the TGT model increased by 21.43 %. 

 
6. Conclussion 
Based on the discussion of theoretical studies that 

have been presented theoretically reviews : teams games 
tournaments ( TGT ) have a role in the activity of learn-
ing in elementary school students.  

Considering that no scientific studies have been 
published since 2012 on "Role Of Team Tour Games 
Team (TGT) Toward Elementary Student Learning Ac-
tivities" Basics Of Elementary School "then this problem 
will be very interesting if the next step of the writer is to 
analyze into modern scientific research. 
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